INVITATION FOR SPONSORS

Ref.: 2019- Nacional Conference of the Macedonian Solid Waste Association (MaSWA) “Communication for waste management”

12 - 13 September, on the coast of the Ohrid lake in RN Macedonia.

Dear Sir/Madam,

We would like to indicate a potential opportunities for mutually beneficial cooperation of your company and the Macedonian Solid Waste Associations (MaSWA).

The Macedonian Solid Waste Associations (MaSWA) is a consortium of legal entities and individuals that promotes sustainable development and the realization of sustainable waste management as a National Member and official representative in North Macedonia of the International Organization ISWA - International Solid Waste Association.

It is our honor to invite you to be a sponsor at the Annual Conference of the Macedonian Solid Waste Association (MaSWA) “Communication for waste management”.

The conference is envisioned as a two-day event that will bring together all the ISWA representatives, international experts, Macedonian central and municipal administration representatives, and companies/entities and will be focused on establishing the network for the Macedonian stakeholders in the world’s solid waste flows.

The main subjects of the conference will be:

- Communication with all objects of society - How to improve waste management in RN Macedonia
- Communication about opportunities and solutions applied in the world and in the region
- Communication for successful and realized projects financed by the small grants - Program of the Global Environment Facility GEF PMG

The Conference is scheduled to be held on 12 – 13 September, 2019 on the coast of the Ohrid lake in RN Macedonia.
We hope that you will recognize your interest in cooperation in order to develop your business activities and relationships, and also to contribute to a positive impact on the wider community. Giving the importance and true value of the event, we hope you will show up as a sponsor of this event and take an active part.

MaSWA offers you a sponsorship and participation for as a main:

- **Golden sponsor** with funds in the amount of 5,000 Euros.
- **Silver sponsor** with funds in amount of 3,000 Euros
- **Bronze sponsor** with funds in amount of 1,000 Euros

The GOLDEN SPONSOR of the event includes:

- access to all planned events for two (2) participants from the firm sponsor
- possibility for participation of up to ten (10) participants of the event to be invited by the sponsor
- positioning of promotional stand
- placing a banner at all events
- distribution of promotional material to all participants
- the logo set to the video beam on all events, as well as all marketing materials
- your company’s logo of all official materials produced by the Conference (invitation, agenda, certificate of participation)
- marketing activities with prior approval by the MASAW
- presentation of the conference in duration of 5 – 10 minutes
- participation in a round table
- participation in thematic meetings with sponsors
- paid annual membership fee for 2020 in the amount of 15,000 denars

SILVER SPONSOR of the event includes:

- access to all planned events for two (2) participants from the firm sponsor
- possibility for participation of up to five (5) participants of the event that will be invited by the sponsor
- positioning of promotional stand
- placing a banner at all events
- distribution of promotional material to all participants
- the logo set to the video beam at all events, as well as all marketing materials produced for the conference
- presentation of the conference in duration of 5 – 10 minutes
- paid annual membership fee for 2020 in the amount of 15,000 denars
**The BRONZE SPONSOR of the event includes:**

- access to all planned events for two (2) participants from the firm sponsor
- positioning a promotional stand
- placing a banner at all events
- distribution of promotional material to all participants
- the logo set to the video beam on all events, as well as all marketing materials
- paid annual membership fee for 2020 in the amount of 15,000 denars

We would like to point out that we are open to all your suggestions.